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Brand Manager 

Brand Manger will let you show your brands in the desired product page. For successful installation of the 

module, follow these steps... 

1. Create the product attribute named as Manufacturer 

There are 2 ways by which you can add product attribute in Magento2. 

a.) By going to Stores>>Product>>Add New Attribute. 

 

then you have to assign Attribute group to Manufacturer(attribute) by going to Store>>Attribute 

Set>>Product attribute set(Default). And drag & drop Manufacturer(attribute) from Unassigned 

Attributes to product detail group and save it. 

 

OR 
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b.) By going to Catalog>>Products>>Add Product>>Add Attribute>>Create New Attribute. 

 

 

2. Then create drop down and add the desired brands. 

 

 

3. Now Go to Brand Manager>> click on Re-Sync Brands. It will show the brands like the bottom image 

attached. Here you can attach the logo of the brands that you want to show in the product page. 



 

After clicking on each Brand you can add logo and link, like the screenshot attached. 

Also there is option for delete the image and enable-disable status for each brand. If you want to 

change image, simply add the image in place of that image. 

 

 

 

4. Now you will have a dropped down option in the backend as well from there you can assign brand 

to your product at the time of uploading the product or after that also. 

a.)  if you have added the attribute by going to Stores>>Product>>Add New Attribute then you 

find attribute in top section of product detail. 



 

OR 

b.)  if you have added the attribute by going to Catalog>>Products>>Add Product>>Add 

Attribute>>Create New Attribute then you find attribute in attribute group. 

 

 

5.  After all these steps, you will be able to see the product logo under the title of product, like the 

screenshot attached. 



 

 

 

6.  You can enable and disable BrandManager from Store>>Configuration>>Dotsquares>>Brand 

Manager. 
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